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HP Debian Extensions and the Platforms They Work On

- **Debian TE** - Debian GNU/Linux with HP Telco Extensions
  Debian TE is a kernel containing customer requested features and their corresponding userspace utilities on top of a standard Debian installation. Examples of these features include SCTP, High-Resolution timers, and LKCD. Changes are restricted to critical bug and security fixes to meet the needs of change-averse Telco customers.

  Debian TE is only supported on the HP cx2600

- **Debian HPE** - Debian GNU/Linux with HP High Performance Extensions
  Debian HPE adds customer requested features for Cluster/Technical computing installations on top of a standard Debian installation. Examples include kernel support for Quadrics’ QSNet interconnect, the XFS filesystem and LKCD.

  Debian HPE is supported on the following servers:
  
  - rx2600
  - rx1600